
Are you driving safely                        

when no one is watching?                                         

Safety is the pillar that drives Trans-

West Operations! The Company has 

many features and processes that help us 

ensure accountability and compliance in 

the area of safety.  As an employee, you 

committed to working and driving 

safely; as well as, reporting any safety 

hazards and near misses that you ob-

serve.  Every radio and vehicle are now 

equipped with advanced technology that 

allows Trans-West to track GPS loca-

tions and speed.  This also allows TW to 

determine whether the unit is outside of 

the specified radius they should be in 

AND send immediate alerts/notifications 

if the speed limits identified are ex-

ceeded.  All drivers should be aware of 

the dangers associated with the speeds 

being driven, as well as harsh breaking 

and acceleration. 

TRANS-WEST WANTS EVERY-

ONE TO GO HOME SAFELY TO 

THEIR FAMILES AT THE END OF 

EVERY SHIFT!!! 

 Every Trans-West Employee has a huge 

responsibility.  Safety is not just an ex-

pectation– it is a requirement!  Respect 

the importance of your job and make 

sure you come to work rested, fit for 

duty and knowledgeable of the safety 

policies and procedures Trans-West 

has established.  Failure to adhere to the 

Trans-West Policies and Procedures, 

your specific account post orders, and 

guidelines will result in separation from 

Trans-West. 

 

Information, Updates & Recognition 

 FROM THE SUGGESTION BOX! Radio Update 

TRANS-WEST recently purchased all new radios and made the switch from Analog to 

Digital frequency to improve the performance of communications.  In the process of 

switching the equipment, TW experienced issues with the site location of our new 

repeater that was purchased.  In an effort to establish the best frequency and signal, 

the repeater, which services as our hub for all traffic, was moved several times. 

Until the correct location was determined, this caused the equipment to have some issues 

such as busy notification, transmitting, and receiving issues.  

We are pleased to report that the problems have been addressed and we are now 

functioning at full capacity!  TW would like to thank all of our employees for their 

patience during this and understands that the new equipment and service, at times, created 

frustrating circumstances. The improvements have given TW the technology and capabilities 

to set us apart from our competitors.  We are moving forward with processes to improve 

customer service and the safety and accountability of all our employees.  

e] 

Safety Stats 
 

Number of re-
cordable free 

days: 
 

153 
 
 

Safety is a FULL
-TIME job! 

DON’T make it 
a part-time 

Practice.  
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EVERYDAY IS 

A TRAINING 

DAY! 

Take the time to im-

prove on your work 

and learn something 

new! 



Trans-West Security Employee of 

the Month for June is:            

TREVOR MATTSON 
In September 2009, Trevor assumed du-

ties as a Trans-West Healthcare Security 

Officer at KMC.  Within a short period of 

time, he demonstrated his contribution as 

a valued member of the security team. 

His eagerness to learn and to make a 

positive impact quickly elevated his posi-

tion and he received a reputation for be-

ing dedicated and reliable.  He is a Certi-

fied Healthcare Security and Safety Offi-

cer through the International Association 

for Healthcare Safety and Security 

(IAHSS) and is currently pursuing his 

IAHSS Advance Certification.  Trevor is 

very personable and demonstrates excel-

lent customer service skills.  He is secu-

rity and safety conscientious, exhibits in-

tegrity, maturity, and a devotion to duty. 

This past May, he was promoted to 

Swing Shift Supervisor.  Congratulate 

Trevor for his outstanding performance!         

                                                            

 

 

 

 

Trans-West Services Employee of 
the Month for June  is:            
ALICIA ZAMORA                        
Alicia has worked for Trans-West Ser-

vices since May of 2008.  She is being 

recognized for her excellent work ethic 

and willingness to do whatever it takes to 

get the job done.  She always gives 100% 

on the tasks she is assigned to.  Congratu-

late Alicia for her outstanding perform-

ance!                                                                                                                 

Welcome Aboard!                            

Michael Huff                                    

Randy Paredes                                     

Karina Palacios                                          

Romana Arizaga                                

Ross Schenck                                    

Hugo Fuerte                                        

Bowen Weiting 

Happy Anniversary!                           

1 year                                                

Jonathan Phillips                                  

Shelia Horn                                           

2 years                                                 

Ismael Rizo                                        

Maria Chavarin                                   

Hansel Castanon                                           

3 years                                                

Christian Ornelas                                   

Monique Williams                                

4 years                                               

Zakarya Ghazali                                     

Robert Saunders                                    

5 years                                                 

Alice Gonzalez                                       

7 years                                               

Gloria Stigall                                         

9 years                                                

Michael Stigall                                        

Ronald Kelso                                             

11 years                                            

Peggy Fuller                                                

12 years                                               

Dennis Traylor                                    

13 Years                                               

Elbert Tilford 

Thanks for all your years of Service!                                                                                                                    

 June Birthdays!         

Tyler Webb                       

Eleticia Zaldana               

Raquel Garica                    

Jessie Camacho                

Everett Stevenson             

Joshua Garica                 

Melinda Asuncion               

Michael Flores                    

Sanuuese Fui Fui                 

Calvin Nilsen                        

Paul Gambello                    

Peggy Woodard                   

Isaac Hernandez                  

Hurit Banner                       

Kelly Gillum                     

Christian Ornelas               

Miles Pertubal                   

Christina Chaves               

David Cloud                       

Israel Duran                        

Jesus Diaz                        

Daniel Navarrete               

David McGuire               

Ronald Kelso                 

Dolores Barajas                  

Brian Jones                           

Lisa Mcmahon                

Monica Celaya                

Frankie Poyner                 

Mario Garcia                       

Allin Newsome                  

Blake Lovett                     

Adrian Gonzales                

Gustavo Galvez                

Daniel Ramirez                  

Angela Quevedo                

Maria Romero                   

Maria Robles                     

Alicia Zamora                     

Nick Abbott                        

Raul Garcia                       

David Yingst 


